Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is one of the most important methods to describe the characteristic of the earth surface. With the large-scaled products of 1:10,000 scale and even higher scale shared up and put to use, it will improve work efficiency of momentous engineering projects and lower designing and producing costs. We often face the problem of calculating road cutfill volume, when engineers design, pick up line and build railway, highway, hydraulic engineering and all sorts of web tubes.
engineering is α, the road's start and end points are (X 1 , Y 1 ), (X 2 , Y 2 ).
We temporarily don't consider road-side's drain and scalar slope.
Types of road cut-fill
There are being five phenomena when roads pass over mountains (as Fig. 1a~e ): Fig. 1a shows that the two sides are filled, Fig. 1b shows that only one side is filled, Fig. 1c shows that only one side is cut, Fig. 1d shows that the two sides are cut, Fig. 1e shows that one side is filled and the other side is cut.
Road cut-fill project is classified as four types:
(1) The first cut area (C1) is cut upward along mountain away from the road widths;
(2) The second cut area (C2) is cut upward inside roads; (3) The second fill area (F2) is filled downward inside roads; (4) The first fill area (F1) is filled downward along mountains away from the road widths.
Criteria to Distinguish road cut-fill
We have some hypothetic conditions (Fig. 2) . Now, we can get a profile as an example to explain the distinguishing criteria.
We also know that the intersection coordinate between the profile and road's centerline is (X i , Y i , Z i ), the point on the common line between the profile and road is (X ij , Y ij , Z ij ), it also is one of the point on the extending line which is upward with road's centerline, corresponding TERLKGRID's coordinate is(X ij , Y ij , Z' ij ).
They have the following relations:
If Z ij < Z' ij , then the area is due to cut, (i =1, 2, 3 n, j = 1, 2, 3 m);
Further, 1) The cut-volume of the first cut area:
Because the altitude of slope-line is:
The corresponding altitude of mountain is Z' i,j +1 , so the volume of a cut cell is: Then we can sum every cut cell until Z ij ≥ Z' ij :
2) The cut-volume of the second cut area:
It is easier to calculate the second cut area, because the altitude of road is Z i invariantly. When the relational altitude of the mountain is Z' ik , the sum-volume of every cut cell is:
Further, 3) The fill-volume of the second filled area
The calculation of the second filled area is similar to the second cut area, because the altitude of road is Z i invariantly.
When the relational altitude of the mountain is Z' ik , the sum-volume of every filled cell is:
4) The fill-volume of the first filled area
The calculation of the first filled area is similar to the first cut area. Because the altitude of slope-line is:
The relational altitude of the mountain is Z' i, j'+1 , so the volume of a filled cell is:
Then we can sum every filled cell until Z ij' <= Z ij' :
The method to design post-cut-fill DEM
Designing the post-cut-fill DEM is the procession of making diffusion model. Cut-fill diffusion model is originated from a central line and extended along both the road surface and the side slope (shown as Fig. 3 ).
(1) Using AML circular function, it is required to make certain the extended direction of the road centerline before we design the post-cut-fill DEM. Firstly, we calculate the extended azimuth angle β (shown as Fig. 4 ):
Concretely, it can divided into the following six types: 
and pre-generated OUTGRID1 DEM, OUT2 is fill DEM. When these DEMs aren't being used again, they will be deleted to free some computer space.
Results: the amount variable of cut-fill effectively is CUT, FILL, designing DEM of post-cut-fill is DESIGNDEM, which is our end result, and also is our cardinal work.
The following are comparative graphs between TERRAIN and DESIGNDEM:
In this project, cut amount is 428221 m 3 and fill amount is 353578 m 3 .
Comparing above two graphs, we can see that cut-fill operation is obvious, the cut or filled area keep α-slope or less slope.
Discussion
We have calculated the cut-fill and compared original DEM with post-cut-fill DEM through designing and simulating postcut-fill DEM, and it is available to put the algorithm into practice.
Comparing with traditional method, we can see that the work witch is done by five peoples in 20 days before can be done by one people and one computer in few hours.
We only picked one simple road as example. In general, we can also read a file that contains many points, and connect these points to create a few lines until faced with 'END' character.
There are many vertexes in multiple roads, by the same way, generate the point diffusion DEM, pulsing the line diffusion DEM, we can simulate the multiple lines cut-fill analysis. 
Conclusion
We developed a cut-fill algorithm on the basis of ARC/INFO GRID on the condition of the unknown hypsography resulted from the designed cut-fill, provided with pre-cut-fill DEM and road coverage, engineering side-slope, road height and road width. Obviously, our designing algorithm is reasonable and it can be improved in practice.
